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“Something about being alive on Earth,

At this time, 
that I feel truly grateful for?”

Joanna Macy



Joanna Macy



The Spiral of the work that Reconnects 





What do we mean by gratitude?

• An emergent property of deep connection
• Attending to, feeling, and expressing what 

we are already grateful for

• A choice
• A form of prayer

• A revolutionary act



Gratitude grounds us in our hearts 
and enables us to face our pain



Br David Steindl Rast









Gilbert walking Bull



Gilbert walking Bull

“Orderly fashion Prayer”



“Orderly fashion Prayer”

• What gives your life its deepest meaning

• Other-than-human-nature

• Other human beings

• Your own life



“Orderly fashion Prayer”

“Notice whatever feelings of gratitude arise 
as you turn in this direction… and allow 
yourself to feel these feelings, and, for just a 
few moments, allow yourself to rest in this 
sense of gratitude…”



MINDFULNESS AND GRATITUDE MEDITATION 
• Let your awareness descend into the body, right down to the ground, right down to the Earth 

element… 
• With a quiet mind, an attentive mind, simply be present within the body as you allow your 

awareness to rise up and fill the whole space of the body right up to the top of the head… 
• And as you are mindfully present throughout the body, set it at ease, in areas of tension, such as the 

shoulders, the base of the neck… 
• Let your body be still apart from the gentle movement of the breath… 
• And settle your breathing in this natural rhythm, this effortless flow… 
• Now, bring your awareness to the sensations of breath… 
• Let your awareness alight on the sensations of breath like a feather on a wave…  
• And if, at any time, you notice that your awareness has been carried away by thoughts, by feelings, 

by daydreams, let your first response be to relax, and, with a sense of warmth towards yourself, allow 
your awareness to once again fall back into the field of the body and the sensations of the breath… 

• Now bring your awareness the sensations of the exhale… 
• And let go with the exhale, all the way through the exhale, letting go, letting go, letting go… Letting 

go all the way through the exhale and continuing to let go beyond the end of the exhale 
• And allow your awareness to drop, to fall off the end of the exhale, letting go, letting go, letting go… 
• Until its caught by the next breath arising, like a whale coming up for air… 
• Letting the body breathe… letting the body breath, letting the body breathe… 
• And allow your awareness be one with the body’s breathing… 
• And as your body continues to breath, I invite you to change the focus of your awareness 
• I invite you to turn your attention towards that which gives your life ultimate meaning – there are 

many names and no names for this, or this one: Creator, God, Spirit, Atman, or, for us, it may be 
more of a process, or a Great Mystery 

• And I invite you to notice whatever feelings of gratitude arise in your heart towards this one, this 
great mystery and allow yourself to feel these feelings of gratitude and, for just a 
few moments, allow yourself to rest in this sense of gratitude... 

• Next, I invite you to turn in your mind’s eye towards to natural world, towards our other-than-
human brothers and sisters; notice if some specific memory or image comes to mind – a bird you saw 
or heard singing, for example, or the coolness you felt on your cheeks as you stepped outside first 
thing this morning…  Notice whatever feelings come up for you when you turn towards your other-
than-human brothers and sisters and allow yourself to feel these feelings of gratitude 
and, for just a few moments, allow yourself to rest in this sense of gratitude... 

• Next, I invite you to turn towards your fellow-humans and allow yourself to see the face of someone 
in your life that you’re deeply grateful for – and notice how it feels to be in the presence of this person: 
allow yourself to feel these feelings of gratitude and, for just a few moments, 
allow yourself to rest in this sense of gratitude... 

• Finally, I invite you to bring your attention to your own life, to what Mary Oliver calls, “your one 
wild and precious life,” and notice something about your life, something about your being alive in this 
world that you are deeply grateful for and allow yourself to feel these feelings of 
gratitude and, for just a few moments, allow yourself to rest in these feelings 
of gratitude…    

• End with some minutes of silence as time allows… 
 





Monthly Assignment

• Practice Mindfulness and Gratitude 
Meditation (Audio download)

• For this coming month keep a “Gratitude 
Journal” – entering at least one thing at the 
end of each day that you feel grateful for

• Continue to practice other meditations as 
are helpful to you

• Continue to visit your sit spot and getting to 
know the neighbors (and don’t get frostbite!)

• Practice ”Sense meditation” at your sit spot



Sense Meditation

“Use and expand your senses, one at a time, as fully as 
you can, and then all together”

Jon Young

• Owl eyes - ”noticing the slightest movement”
• Deer ears - “Listening for the quietest sound”
• Raccoon touch – “With finger pads touch the earth”
• Wolf Nose and tongue – smelling, and then, with 

mouth open, tasting…

• Then, turn on all your senses together and hold this 
wide open awareness as you let nature happen to 
you…



Sense Meditation (from Jon Young’s, “Coyote’s Guide to Connecting with Nature”) 

1. Wander to your sit spot (“A place in nature that you can visit frequently and get to 
know as your best friend.  Let this be a place where learn to sit still, alone, often, and 
quietly.  This will become your place of intimate connection with nature.”) 

• How you approach the landscape matters 
• Zone of awareness > zone of disturbance 
• Attitude of respect  
• Gratitude and honoring on arrival  

 
2. Check in with yourself 
• Notice, how are you are feeling – in your mind?  In your body?  In your heart? 
• Notice what you are experiencing and, with the exhale, allow yourself to drop into 

the felt-sense of your experience; allow yourself to experience what you are 
experiencing 
 

3. Expand the senses: “Use and expand all your senses, one at a time, as fully as you 
can, and then all together.”  (It’s about remembering our original design and coming 
into deep connection.)  

• Owl eyes: Pick a spot somewhere straight ahead of you, glue your eyes on it, and 
imagine your eyeballs cannot move (like an owl’s).  Let your eyes go soft.  Notice 
your peripheral vision and that, without moving your eyes, you can see in all 
directions for 180 degrees.  Notice the slightest movement… 

• Deer ears: Imagine your ears become the huge ears of a deer; you can cup your hands 
behind your ears and turn your head around to focus on certain sounds; now cup 
your ears and put them in front of your ears…  Listen for the quietest sounds in 
each direction… 

• Raccoon touch: Feel with your skin the sun, the temperature, the breeze... feel the soles 
of your feet touching the ground…  With your raccoon finger pads touch the earth, 
or the bark of a tree, or a stone, or a blade of grass…  

• Dog nose: Now tune into your sense of smell; take quick sniffs of the air around you 
like a dog; what do you smell?  Take up a handful of leaves, or earth, and hold it 
close to your face and breathe in slowly and deeply through your nose… 

• Now, turn on all your senses together: Let your eyes be soft, noticing the slightest 
movement… Let your ears be wide open and receptive to the quietest sounds… 
Notice the sensations of contact between your feet and the ground… Smell the air 
with slow, long, breaths… And hold this wide-open awareness, lightly, as long as you 
can…  And if your mind gets carried away by thoughts, as soon as you notice this, 
relax, let go of the thought and let your awareness drop back down into the body 
and into your owl’s eyes, your deer’s ears, your raccoon’s touch, and your dog’s 
nose… Welcoming all that comes… “Letting nature happen to you…” 
 

4. Leaving and returning 
• Find a way of taking your leave (gratitude and honoring) 
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